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Freedom of expression has been important from the very

inception of our republic, The Boston Tea Party and the patriotic

protests by our forefathers have been enshrined in our history.

The right to dissent was considered so important that it was guaran-

tee d in the First Amendment, This guarantee of freedom to communi-

cate one's grievances was extended to the individual states of the

union by the Fourteenth Amandment.2 "Freedom of speech" has also

been construed to apply to more than verbal expression; thus various

forms of symbolic conduct and nonverbal expression ace constitutionally

protected,-

The current approach of the Supreme Court, however, is to

separate eNpr._:ssive activities into speech 8nd nonspeech (nonverbal)

elements, For example, the court has proclaimed: "We emphatically

reject the notion . . that the First and Fourteenth Amendments

afford the same kind of freedom to those who would communicote

ideas by conduct such as patrolling, marching, and picketing on the

streets and highways, as these amendments afford to those who

communicate ideas by pure speeoh."4 Since a number of communication

theorists argue for the need for a more integrated analysis of

verbal and nonverbal communication and since others find it difficult

to separate the nonverbal vocal qualities which accompany the spoken

words, this separation by the Supreme Court will probably create some

definite problems one prominent legal scholar, Harry Kalven, Jr.,

also makes a critical observation of the courts' separation of

speech and nonspeech elements: "A711 speech is necessarily 'speech
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plus.' If it. is noise, it may interrupt someone else; if it is

written, iv e.ay litter. n5

'Another reason that symbolic conduct (nonspeech) should be

granted equal protection under the Constitution is to afford more

members f our society to be able to express themselves in the most

effective legal means possible6 Rost often, those who are tried

in civil cases are members of various dissenting minorities. In

moray instances, these people are not as verbally skilled as the

majority public; nor do they have ready access to the media. Their

most expressive mode of communication is frequently symbolic

conduct. liar-tin Luther. King's words probably would not have

received the civerage it did without the extensive use of symbolic

behavior, such as marches, boycotts, and sit-ins.

The crucial issue, then, ought not be whether expressive

communication may be permitted, but rather why and when expression

of ideas, whatever the form, may be prohibited under the First

At guarantees. Clearly, all expression can not be immune

from legislation, e.g., bombings, assassinations, kidnappings, and

large scale distruction of property. Even those devious Indians

who perpetrated the Boston Tea Party could not have expected

protection of their expressive activities, On the other hand,

"[Oreedom to differ," to quote Justice Jackson, "is not limited to

things that do not matter much. That would be a mere shadow of

freedom. The test of its substance is the right to differ as to

things that touch the heart of the existing order."7

Persecution for the expression of unpopular viewpoints will

probably never be eliminated. Nevertheless, the courts do seek



specific tests to help the police and the courts to distinguish

between Lawful end unlawful expression of opinion.. Some of these

tests include the jettent of the communicators the rhetorical

effectiveness of the communicator, and the clear and present danger

of the act. Thus far, the courts' tests have not adequately

specified what comenication is protected and what goes beyond

constitutional guerentees.

As previously mentioned, inherent in many cases dealing with

freedom of expression is the question ef intent. Communication

thecirists have been stugglietg with this intent issue for sometime

without success. We know that no inherent meaning exists in words

or acts, but that meaning is supplied by the perception of the

encoders and decoders. In Street v. New York the court declared

that a defendant could not be convicted on alleged. intent alone,

for "The thought of man shall not be tried, for the'Devil himself

knoweth not the thought of man0"9 Regarding the question of the

rhetorical effectiveness of a communicator, the capacity of a

person to express his opinions is hardly a sufficient basis to

grant or deny freedom of expression. Moreover, communication

theorists have been struggling for decades over the criteria to

determine tehet is successful speech.
10

There is also great diffi-

culty discerning with precision whether or not expressive conduct

is directed to inciting imminent lawless activity. First, vast

perceptual differences exist about whether particula- expressive

activities heighten or reduce imminent illegal activity. Justice

Jackson once wrote: [AY person gets from a symbol, ne meaning he
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puts into it, and chat is one 'Inn's comfort and inspiration in

11.another's :lost and sccrn. Seconds it is difficult to demonstrate

a direct calise-effect link between the expresser and his audience's

behavior.

II

In this section, a communicative game theory is propnsed

enhance isight for distinguishing between lawful and lawleF;F

coailunication. By using game thee do not wish to invoke

connotation of "trivia" which is usually associated to the word

"game." I rmb:nit that the game image, if taken seriously, signifi-

cantly highlights important variables and relationships which

demnd inve ti3atien. This approach is adapted from Lawrence Rosen-

fl.eld's RA Garza Model of Human Communication.'"

This model consists of three concepts which one must distinguish

among: aEULI., 4..rzletto, and is am. 'The function of a rule is

primarily to regulate behavior. Citizens as well as institutions

are controlled by the Limits that an authority sets as to the ram,-

of permissible behavior. Violation of the prohibitions can rust; It

in the authority imposing sanctions. Thus, basketball rules limit

a team to five players. Should one team in the course of play

violate the boundary conditions by permitt).ng a sixth man on the

court, we expect the referee to enforce the rule by invoking the

appropriate penalty. In society there are laws which prohibit us

from looting, arson, destroying property, maliciously injuring

others, etc.
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In addition to establishing limits censor-fashion, rules can

also operate as a system to define the behavior which constitutes a

game, For example, in football when a ball carrier for one team

crosses the other team's goal line, the player's team is awarded six

points and the opportunity to try for a seventh or eighth point. And

that explains what a touchdevn is Rules also distinguish one game

from another.

kules possess several qualities:

1. Rules are often arbitrary rather than natural. For instance,

why must a basketball game consist of four periods instead of

six? Why should a person be prohibited from wearing a United

States flag on their clothing?

2. Although rules are subject to change, they usually remain

static for the duration of the activity.

3. Rules are the formal pre-conditions of a game.

4. Rules ordinarily prohibit likely infractions, but rules are

seldom exhaustive or precisev But rules in connunication games

or legal situations are at best indeterminate, rather more

13
like the rules for a snowball fight than for a football match.

If this analogy holds, communication theorists are unlikely to

find much insight into human behavior if they focus toonrach on the

rule systems Rtr se. Tactics are the behavior patterns which conform

to the rules and at the same time seem to be a viable means for

satisfactorily terminating the game. It is the nature of a game or

persuasive communication to reach toward c cessation point. Withil

the rule bounded area, exists room for many possible behaviors.

Hence, football teams may use the T-formation or the I-formation.



They may also use a passing or running game supplemented by an

outsteeding field goal kicker. In a rhetorical sense, the tactical

component of a game corresponds to the performative character of

coneunieation.. Dissenters may choose to test a law's constitutionality

or they may wish to work within the rules to create newsworthy activi-

tier in order to present their ideas to a larger audience in a

drxeatic manner.

ClIstcmc.: ,:re patterns of behavior which over time assume the

.tales of conventions, norms or tradition, but customs are non-

essential to the game. Cheer leaders, pep clubs, mascots, marchirig

baeds, huddles and fireworks on the Fourth of July are examples of

customs. One can still play the game without these elements.

Customs derive their justification from tradition, whereas rules

are determined by authority and tactics are teleological and are

shaped by experience.

Une of the problems in human communication situations is that

we confuse one of the three concepts of the game model with another,

especially customs with rules, A recent example of this occurred in

an Iowa college wrestling match where one team refused to wrestle

another team because the other team used "mat-girls." Mat-girls

serve a function similar to cheer leaders and water-girls. Hence,

one school forfeited several matches because they disagreed with

non-essential procedures (starting of a tradition).

Likewise, do the courts and society confuse customs with laws?

On more than one occasion the courts had to decide whether the pledge

of allegiance to the flag should be compulsory (a rule) or optional

(a custom). On one occasion the court found that flag saluting was

a non-essential ritual, while in another similar case flag saluting



was demanded before a person could speak in a public meeting.
1a

There ere scores of other cases where jurors confused customs vith

laws and denied First Amendment protection to the words and behavior

of dissenters and the courts later overturned the decisions reached

by the layman.
15

Some legislators have passed laws against activities which ;eem

to be analogous to customs, e.g., flag burning, draft card burnitg,

flying the flag upside down, and using a .f lag as an art display o

as clothing.

first Amendment guarantees for symbolic tactics which may

endanger life or destroy property such as the throwing of paint

and blood, some sit-ins and take overs will be significantly re-

stricted just as speeches which call for riots or assassinations

are restricted. First Amendment guarantees for symbolic tactits

which may result in interference with normal functioning at that

particular time and place will probably be evaluated on an indivi-

dual basis until more objective procedures arc developed to

distinguish between tactics and rules. Kalven refers to stand-ins,

dramas, etc. as "structured ceremonials of protest" rather than

riots
16

It would be foolhardy to suggest that the game model is a

panacea for ensuring freedom of expression, for difficult judgments

regarding permissible expression will remain necessary. The game

model will hopefully provide a unique, flexible perspective from

which to analyze a large variety of uman communication situations.

The importance of the decisions from these situations is highlighted

by Justice Fortis' words: "In the United States, under our
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Constitu:iou, th3 question is not 'may I dissent?' or 'may I

oppose c law or a government?' I ma dissent. I iyta criticize,

I IT:ly, oppose. Our Constitution and our courts guarantee this.

The qu,stion is: 'How may I do so?'" 17
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